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 .  .We present a method for factoring polynomials of the shape f X y f Y ,
where f is a univariate polynomial over a field k. We then apply this method in the
case when f is a member of the infinite family of exceptional polynomials we
 .  .discovered jointly with H. Lenstra in 1995; factoring f X y f Y in this case was
posed as a problem by S. Cohen shortly after the discovery of these polynomials.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Factoring polynomials is one of the classical problems in algebra. There
is, of course, an algorithmic aspect to this problem, but our concern is a
more theoretical one: how can one factor each member of an infinite
family of polynomials? It seems that the literature contains rather little
about this problem in the case of polynomials in more than one variable,
and in fact contains few examples. In this paper we describe a general
 .  .method for factoring polynomials of the shape f X y f Y , where f is a
univariate polynomial over a field k, which is often successful even when f
varies over an infinite family of polynomials. More precisely, we expose a
connection with group theory which reduces the problem of factoring
 .  .  .f X y f Y to certain computations in the Galois group of f X y t over
 .k t , where t is an indeterminate. Our results are related to work of
 w x .Abhyankar cf. 1]3 among various other papers in which he goes in the
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opposite direction, deriving information about Galois groups of polynomi-
als from the shapes of factorizations such as the ones in the present paper.
 .  .To illustrate our method, we use it to factor f X y f Y for a certain
family of polynomials for which these factorizations are particularly impor-
 .tant, namely certain exceptional polynomials f. Here a polynomial f X g
w x  .  .k X is called exceptional if there are no irreducible factors of f X y f Y
w x  .in k X, Y , other than multiples of X y Y, which remain irreducible over
 .the algebraic closure of k i.e., which are absolutely irreducible . Excep-
tional polynomials have a rich theory and possess several interesting
properties. For instance, a polynomial f over a finite field k is exceptional
if and only if there is an infinite algebraic extension l of k for which the
 . map f : l ª l given by a ¬ f a is bijective i.e., f is a permutation
.polynomial over l . A primer on exceptional polynomials is included as an
appendix to this paper. Over the years numerous authors have contributed
to the theory of exceptional polynomials, with steady success, but a radical
change in perspective came in 1993. This was due to the work of Fried et
w x al. 9 , who used hard group theory including the classification of finite
.simple groups in order to severely restrict the possibilities for the Galois
  .  ..group Gal f X y t, k t of an exceptional polynomial. Their work pro-
vided hope for a complete classification of exceptional polynomials, some-
thing which previously had not been dreamt possible. The thrust of their
result is that the Galois group is typically an affine group i.e., a group of
.invertible affine transformations of a vector space , except for certain
unexpected possibilities over fields of characteristic 2 or 3. Every excep-
tional polynomial known in 1993 had affine Galois group; but, following
w x9 , there was a flurry of activity which saw the construction of new
 .non-affine exceptional polynomials in characteristics 2 and 3. In fact, in
recent work Guralnick and I have completely classified the non-affine
w xexceptional polynomials 13 . However, for the non-affine exceptional
polynomials in characteristic three which were discovered jointly with
w x.Lenstra 15 , the exceptionality property was proven indirectly, without
 .  .deriving the factorization of f X y f Y , and up to now this factorization
has not been known although it is clearly important, since it is the main
w x.ingredient in the definition of exceptionality; also it is used in 13 . In this
paper we produce this factorization by applying our general method for
factoring bivariate polynomials of this shape.
 . w xLet us sketch the method. Consider a monic polynomial f X g k X ,
 .where, to ease the exposition, we make the minor assumption that f 9 X
/ 0. Assume that we know the normal closure V of the field extension
 .  .  .k y rk t , where t s f y and y is transcendental over k, and that we
  ..know the group G s Gal Vrk t . First, we compute the subdegrees of G,
w xnamely the indices G : G where x varies over the G-conjugates of yy x y
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and G denotes the subgroup of G fixing y. Next, for each x we produce ay
 . w xpolynomial over k y , having x as a root, which has degree G : G ; thisy x y
 .polynomial will be the minimal polynomial of x over k y , and as such is
 .  . w x  .  .an irreducible factor of f X y f y in k X, y . Then f X y f y is the
product of the distinct irreducibles gotten in this manner since polynomi-
.als of this shape cannot have multiple roots . The second step will provide
the most difficulties in general: it requires us to produce a polynomial of
prescribed degree having x as a root. In our example this arises in Sec-
tion 6, where the shape of the roots x in our case suggests the form of the
desired polynomials; this is certainly the prettiest part of the argument.
Since it is significant for the theory of exceptional polynomials, we now
describe the explicit factorization we produce as an illustration of our
 .method. We work with the infinite family of indecomposable exceptional
w xpolynomials over F from 15 ; these are members of a more general family3
of polynomials having fairly uniform properties, defined as follows: if
 .  .q ' 3 mod 4 is a power of a prime p, and d divides q q 1 r4, there is a
w xcorresponding polynomial in F X ,p
 .  .qq1 r 2 d .qy1 r22 dX q 1 y 1 . .  .qq1 r 4 d2 df s X X q 1 . .q , d 2 d /X
 .  . w xWe present the factorization of f X y f Y over F X, Y for arbi-q, d q, d p
trary d and q ) 3; from these factorizations one immediately sees that fq, d
is exceptional over F precisely when p s 3, and one can also read offp
various other properties of the f .q, d
In his talk at the Third International Conference on Finite Fields and
 .  .Applications Glasgow, 1995 , Cohen asked for the factorization of f Xq, d
 .y f Y ; this motivated the present work. In that talk Cohen alsoq, d
 .presented two polynomials of degree q q 1 r4 which he conjectured
should be factors of f based on evidence from a computerq, qq1.r4
.search ; the validation of his conjecture is one consequence of our work.
The factorizations involve the Dickson polynomials, which are defined as
follows: for any positive integer n, any field k, and any a g k, the Dickson
polynomial of degree n having parameter a is the unique polynomial
 . w x   . . n  .nD X, a g k X for which D Y q arY , a s Y q arY . Now putn n
 .  .  .  . w xe s q q 1 r 4d . The polynomial f X y f Y g F X, Y is theq, d q, d p
 .product of X y Y and several other distinct irreducibles R X, Y g
w x  .  .F X, Y , of which two have degree q q 1 r4, and q y 3 r2 have degreep
 .  .  .q q 1 r2, and q y 3 r4 have degree q q 1. The two factors R X, Y of
’ .degree q q 1 r4 are determined by the choice of y 1 ; these R satisfy
e e qq1.r4 ’R X , Y s Y D z XrY q 1r2, 1r16 q y 1 . .  .  /qq1.r4
ez s1
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 .  .The factors R X, Y of degree q q 1 r2 are determined by the choices of
f and m, where f is a nonsquare in F of the form u 2 q u withq
 4 22u g F _ y1r2 , and m g F satisfies m s f ; these R satisfyq q
R X 2 e , Y 2 e s Y qq1.r2D z XrY y 1 y 2u , f q 2m . .  . . qq1.r2
2 ez s1
 .Here the choice of u is irrelevant. The factors R X, Y of degree q q 1
are determined by the choice of a nonzero square f g F having the formq
u 2 q u for some u g F ; here we haveq
R X 2 e , Y 2 e s Y qq1D z XrY y 1 y 2u , f y f 2Y qq1 q 4 . .  .  . . qq1
2 ez s1
Again, the choice of u is irrelevant.
 .  .We will also use our method to derive the factorization of f X y f Y ,
 .where f X is one of the non-affine exceptional polynomials in character-
istic 2 which were discovered by Cohen and Matthews following examples
w xof Muller. This factorization appeared in 5 , where it was verified byÈ
entirely different methods after having been conjectured based on bits of
evidence coming from a number of different directions. Our approach,
w xbased on the Galois-theoretic information from 12 , provides new insight
w xinto this factorization; for instance, we resolve a mystery from 5 . This
 .  .mystery is that the factors of f X y f Y can be expressed in terms of
Dickson polynomials just as is true for the odd characteristic polynomials
. w xgiven previously ; in 5 , the Dickson polynomials entered only at the very
last step, as a way of rewriting the factorization after all proofs had been
completed. In our approach the Dickson polynomials arise naturally out of
the dihedral groups which are point stabilizers of the Galois groups.
Another advantage of our approach is that the factorization is derived
w xrather than verified; this differs from 5 , where the proofs will only work
if the factorization has been conjectured at the outset our approach
produces the factors themselves by pure reasoning, with no need for
.guesswork .
We now describe the contents of this paper in more detail. In the next
section we explain the general factorization method. In Section 3 we recall
known facts about the specific polynomials f , which we require in orderq, d
 .  .to factor f X y f Y . Then in the next three sections we apply ourq, d q, d
method to produce this bivariate factorization, first computing the subde-
 .grees of the appropriate group, next computing the roots of f X y t,q, d
and then producing the factors themselves. Section 7 contains some
consequences of the factorization, and discusses the role of the factoriza-
tion in the theory of the f . After giving a quick primer on exceptionalq, d
polynomials in Appendix A, we conclude in Appendix B by applying our
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method to derive the bivariate factorizations associated to the Muller]È
Cohen]Matthews exceptional polynomials.
Notation. In the various sections of this paper but not in the ap-
.pendices , we keep certain notational conventions. As above, q '
q . 23 mod 4 is a power of a prime p. For E g F , we let E [ E denote theq
conjugate of E in the extension F 2rF . The algebraic closure of a field kq q
2is denoted k. Finally, we reserve a for a fixed square root of y1 in F ,q
 .  .  .and d for a divisor of q q 1 r4, and put e s q q 1 r 4d .
2. GENERAL METHOD
In this section we explain our approach to factoring polynomials
 .  .f X y f Y . We start by reformulating the problem via some easy reduc-
 . w xtions. Let f X be a polynomial in k X ; without loss of generality, we
assume f is monic. We reserve the letters X, Y for indeterminates,
transcendental over every field under consideration; to avoid confusion, we
will write y for Y whenever we want to view it as an element of a
prescribed field but always y is transcendental over k, so the factoriza-
 .  .  .  .tions of f X y f y and f X y f Y over k differ only by the substitu-
. w xw xtion of Y for y . When viewed as a member of k y X , the polynomial
 .  .  .f X y f y is monic in X , so we may assume that each of its irreducible
w xw xfactors in k y X is also monic in X. Then each of these factors is
 .w x  .irreducible in k y X by Gauss' lemma , so it suffices to find the
 .  .  .factorization of f X y f y into monic irreducible polynomials R X, y
 .w x  w xw x.g k y X each such R will necessarily lie in k y X .
Next we reduce to the case where the factors R are distinct. Note that
 . p  .f 9 X s 0 if and only if f is a polynomial in X , where p s char k ;
p .  .  . w x equivalently, f X s h X for some polynomial h X g k X where
 . w x .  .  .   .  .. ph X g k X if k perfect , i.e., f X y f y s h X y h y . It follows
 .  .that, at least in the case of perfect fields k, in order to factor f X y f y
it is sufficient to perform the factorization under the assumption that
 . f 9 X / 0 and for imperfect k we can first perform the factorization over
.the perfect field k and then piece together the factorization over k .
 .Henceforth, to simplify the exposition, we assume f 9 X / 0; this implies
 .  . that f X y f y has no multiple roots as any such root x would satisfy
 .  .  .f 9 x s 0, so x g k, whence f y s f x g k, contradicting the fact that y
.  .  .is transcendental over k . Thus, f X y f y is the product of its distinct
 .  .w xmonic irreducible factors R X, y g k y X , and we have only to find
these factors.
 .  .  .  .Now put t s f y , so that f X y f y s f X y t. As above, this
 .   . . polynomial over k t is separable since f 9 X / 0 and irreducible by
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.   .  ..Gauss' lemma . Let G s Gal f X y t, k t be its Galois group. One
 .  .root of f X y t is y; the other roots are the k t -conjugates of y, namely
 .  .the values t y for t g G. Thus, the monic irreducible factors of f X y t
 .w x  .in k y X are precisely the minimal polynomials over k y of the various
 .t y .
Our first step in the construction of these minimal polynomials will be
the computation of their degrees. We translate this to a group-theoretic
calculation. Let H be the subgroup of G consisting of elements fixing y.
 .For any t g G, the subgroup of G consisting of elements fixing t y is
Ht [ t Hty1. By Galois theory, the degree of the minimal polynomial of
 .  . w   . .  .x w t xt y over k y , or k t y , y : k y , equals the index H : H l H s
 t . aHra H l H . In group-theoretic terms, these indices are the subde-
.grees of the transitive permutation group G. Thus, to compute the
degrees, we must determine the sizes of the various intersections H l Ht.
In the example considered in this paper, we perform this computation in
 .Section 4. Then we explicitly compute the various t y , after which we
produce their minimal polynomials. But first, in the next section, we recall
the details of this example.
3. GALOIS THEORY OF THE fq, d
 w x.In this section we review some known properties from 15 of the
special class of polynomials f to be considered in this paper. We beginq, d
 .with the polynomials f s f . Recall that q ' 3 mod 4 is a power of aq, 1
 . w xprime p, and that f X g F X is given byp
 .qq1 r2 .qy1 r22X q 1 y 1 . .qq1 r42f X s X X q 1 . .  . 2 /X
We take a ``top-down'' approach to the Galois-theoretic setup of f , as
w x w xdone in 15 , and similar to Serre's appendix to 1 ; this means we start with
the largest field to be considered, which will turn out to be the splitting
 .field of f X y t, and produce all smaller fields as fixed fields of groups of
automorphisms of the large field. In our case, we begin with the field
 . F ¨ , where ¨ is transcendental over F and F is an algebraic closure ofp p p
.  .  .F . The group PGL F acts as a group of automorphisms of F ¨ , withp 2 p p
AB .  .the matrix corresponding to the F -automorphism of F ¨ sending ¨p pCD
 .  .  .to A¨ q C r B¨ q D ; in fact, any F -automorphism of F ¨ has thisp p
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 .  .  .form. The subfield of F ¨ fixed elementwise by the group G9 s PSL Fp 2 q
 .is F t , wherep
 .qq1 r22q¨ y ¨ . .qq1 r4t s y1 a ; . 2 .q q1 r2q¨ y ¨ .
here a denotes a square root of y1. Let H9 be the subgroup of G9
given by
A B 2 2 4  4H9 s : A , B g F , e g "1 , A q B s e "I ,q 5 /yeB e A
1 0 .where I s is the identity; then H9 is a dihedral group of order q q 1.0 1
 .  .The subfield of F ¨ fixed by H9 is F y , wherep p
 .qq1 r22¨ q 1 .
y s a .q¨ y ¨
 .  .  .Then F ¨ is the Galois closure of the separable extension F y rF t ,p p p
 .  .and moreover t s f y . By Galois theory, G9 respectively, H9 is the
 .   .. subgroup of PGL F ( Aut F ¨ consisting of elements fixing t re-2 p F pp
.  .  .  .spectively, y ; also F ¨ is the splitting field of f X y t over F t .p p
For the purposes of the present paper, it is convenient to modify the
above expressions in order to simplify the form of H9. We do this in the
q
2following result; recall that, for E g F , we put E [ E . In particular,q
a s ya .
 .  .  .  .THEOREM 1. For u s ya ¨ q 1 r a ¨ q 1 , we ha¨e F u s F ¨ ,p p
 qq1.r2 yqq1.r2 .and y s y2r u u , and
 .qq1 r22qu y u . .py1 r2f y s t s y2 . .  . 2 .q q1 r2qq1u y 1 .
 .  .The extension F u rF t is Galois with groupp p
E F
2  4G s : E, F g F , EE y FF s 1 "I ,q 5 /F E
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A B .  .where the matrix corresponds to the F -automorphism of F u sendingp pC D
 .  .  .  .u to Au q C r Bu q D . The extension F u rF y is Galois with groupp p
z 0 0 b
qq1 qq1  4H s , : z s 1, b s y1 "I . 5 /  /0 z b 0
 .Proof. We start with the first sentence. It is immediate that F u sp
2 .  .  .F ¨ ; we now compute y and t. First, ¨ s a u y a r u q 1 , so ¨ qp
 .21 s 4ur u q 1 and
ya uq q a u q 1 y a u y a uq q 1 .  .  .  .
q¨ y ¨ s qq1u q 1 .
uqq1 y 1
s y2a .qq1u q 1 .
qq1.r2  qq1 .  qq1.r2 yqq1.r2 .Hence y s y2u r u y 1 s y2r u y u . Like-
wise
uq
2 y 1 u q 1 y u y 1 uq 2 q 1 uq 2 y u .  . .  .2q¨ y ¨ s a s 2a ,2 2q q1 q q1u q 1 u q 1 .  .
so
 .qq1 r22 .  .qq1 r4 qq1 r2 qy1 a 2a u y u .  .  .
t s 22  .q q1 r2 .q q1 r2 qq1y2a u y 1 .  .
 .qq1 r22qu y u . .py1 r2s y2 . . 2 .q q1 r2qq1u y 1 .
 .  .From the discussion preceding the Theorem, F u rF t is Galois, andp p
 .   ..its Galois group, viewed as a subgroup of PGL F ( Aut F u , is2 p F pp
ar2 1r2 ya aG [ G9 . / /yar2 1r2 1 1
The product
ar2 1r2 A B ya a /  / /yar2 1r2 C D 1 1
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equals
1 A q D q B y C a yA q D q B q C a .  .
, /yA q D y B q C a A q D y B y C a2  .  .
so
E F
2  4G s : E, F g F , EE y FF s 1 "I .q 5 /F E
 .  .Similarly, F u rF y is Galois, and its Galois group, viewed as a sub-p p
 .   ..group of PGL F ( Aut F u , is2 p F pp
ar2 1r2 ya aH [ H9 , / /yar2 1r2 1 1
i.e.,
z 0 0 b
qq1 qq1  4H s , : z s 1, b s y1 "I . 5 /  /0 z b 0
This completes the proof.
Remark. This proof demonstrates an explicit conjugacy between two
2 Ã .  .  .subgroups of SL q , namely SL q and G s SU q, H , the subgroup2 2
Ã qq1 qq1 .preserving the Hermitian form H u , u s u y u . Both of these1 2
 .subgroups are conjugate to SU q , which is the subgroup preserving the2
Hermitian form u qq1 q u qq1. The latter conjugacy was known to Dickson1 2
w x w x8, § 144 but seems to have been forgotten over the years: it is not in 10
w x w xor 17 and is given incorrectly in 14 . Specifically, Suzuki proves only that
 .  .  2 .SU q ( SL q , by first computing all subgroups of SL q , then noting2 2 2
 .that any such subgroup of the same order as SL q must be isomorphic to2
 . w  .x w xSL q 17, 6.22 . In the proof of 14, Hilfssatz 8.8 , Huppert exhibits a2
w x w x w x2skew-Hermitian form ?, ? over F , then claims that u , u s y u , uq 1 2 2 1
f F for some u , u , which is false and invalidates the entire proof.q 1 2
w xNext we recall from 15 the relationship between the Galois theory of
the polynomials g s f and that of f s f . Here f and g are monicq, d q, 1
 d.  .d  .polynomials related by f X s g X , and d is a divisor of q q 1 r4.
d  . w xLet r satisfy r s y, and put s s g r . From 15 we know that the Galois
 .  .  .closure of F r rF s is the field V s F u, s , and moreover the permu-p p p
Ã   ..   .  ..tation groups G s Gal VrF s s Gal g X y s, F s and G sp p
  .  ..   .  .. Gal F u rF t s Gal f X y t, F t are isomorphic via the restric-p p p
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Ã Ã.  .  .tion map ; also F r s F y, s , so the subgroup H of G consisting ofp p
Ã Ãelements fixing r corresponds to H. For s g G, the subgroup of G fixing
Ãs Ã y1 .s r is H s s Hs ; if t g G is the projection of s , then this group
t Ã Ãscorresponds to H . It follows that the intersection H l H has the same
t  .  .size as H l H , so the minimal polynomial of s r over F r has thep
 .  .same degree as the minimal polynomial of t y over F y . In the nextp
 .  .section we compute these degrees for the various roots t y of f X y t,
 .  .thereby finding them for the roots s r of g X y s; after that we
 .compute the minimal polynomials for the various s r to produce the
desired bivariate factorization.
4. SUBDEGREES
In this section we compute the degrees of the irreducible factors of
 .  .  .f X y f y over F y , where f s f . The result is as follows, where, asp q, 1
 .in Theorem 1, G consists of the F -automorphisms t of F u mapping up p
 .  . 2to Eu q F r Fu q E for some E, F g F with EE y FF s 1, and theq
 .  .  .choice of E, F is unique up to replacing E, F by yE, yF ; we write
E F .t s for short.F E
 .  .  .PROPOSITION 2. The polynomial f X y f y has 3 q q 1 r4 distinct
 .w xmonic irreducible factors in F y X , of whichp
v one has degree 1, namely X y y;
v  .  .two ha¨e degree q q 1 r4, with roots t y where FF s y1r2;
v  .  .  .q y 3 r2 ha¨e degree q q 1 r2, with roots t y where
qy1.r2 .EEFF s y1 but FF / y1r2; and
qy1.r2
v  .  .  .q y 3 r4 ha¨e degree q q 1, with roots t y where EEFF
s 1.
Proof. From Section 2, the degrees of the irreducible factors of
t .  .  .  .  .f X y f y over F y are precisely the values q q 1 ra H l H ,p
where t g G. Theorem 1 expresses H in coordinates especially suited to
the calculation of these values.
 .To start with, if t g H then t y s y, so the minimal polynomial for
E F .  .  .t y over F y is just X y y. Henceforth, we assume t f H. Let t s ,p F E
2where E, F g F with EE y FF s 1; then our assumption simply assertsq
that EF / 0.
We now compute H l Ht for t f H. One easily checks that no non-
identity diagonal matrices in H have diagonal conjugate by t ; that no
diagonal matrix in H has antidiagonal conjugate by t , unless FF s y1r2
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 .in which case there is one such diagonal matrix ; and that no antidiagonal
qy1.r2 .matrix in H has antidiagonal conjugate, unless EEFF s y1, in
 t .which case there are two such antidiagonal matrices. Hence, a H l H is
qy1.r2 .4 if FF s y1r2, is 2 if EEFF s y1 and FF / y1r2, and is 1 if
qy1.r2 .  .EEFF s 1. Thus, the degree of the minimal polynomial for t y
 .  .  .over F y in these cases is q q 1 r4 or q q 1 r2 or q q 1, respectively.p
Now that we know the possible sizes of H l Ht, we compute the
number of t 's for which each size occurs. Note that the preimage of any
U  . U U2element of F under the q q 1 th power map F ª F has size q q 1.q q q
 .2 Thus, the first case occurs for q q 1 r2 choices of t equivalently,
 .  .  ..choices of E, F up to the equivalence E, F ; yE, yF ; dividing by
 .aH s q q 1 gives q q 1 r2 conjugates of t having minimal polynomial of
 .degree q q 1 r4, and since all the roots of any such minimal polynomial
are conjugates of t, we find that there are two polynomials in this case. To
count the polynomials in the other cases, note that u [ FF s EE y 1 is
2 4an arbitrary element of F _ 0, y1, y1r2 , and EEFF s u q u is aq
square in F for precisely half of all such values u as can be proven byq
.classical elementary arguments involving the quadratic character . Thus,
 . .2the second case occurs for q y 3 q q 1 r4 choices of t , hence for
 . .  .q y 3 q q 1 r4 conjugates of t, and finally there are q y 3 r2 polyno-
mials in this case. The third case occurs for the same number of t 's as
 .does the second, hence occurs for q y 3 r4 polynomials. This completes
the proof.
5. COMPUTATION OF ROOTS
Ã .In this section we compute the values s r where s g G. As before,
E F .  .  . 2e s q q 1 r 4d . Let s correspond to g G, where E, F g F sat-qF E
isfy EE y FF s 1; the result is as follows.
 . 2 e  . qq1.r2PROPOSITION 3. We ha¨e s r s rw and s y s yw , where
y1w s EFu q EFu q EE q FF .
 .  qq1.r2Proof. We start with s y . Theorem 1 implies y s y2r u y
y qq1.r2 .u ; it follows that
 .qq1 r2
y2 Eu q F Fu q E .  . .
s y s . . qq1qq1Eu q F y Fu q E .  .
qq1 q qq1 q .  . .We compute Eu q F s Eu q F Eu q F s EEu q EFu q
qq1 .EFu q FF; since Fu q E is gotten by switching E and F in
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qq1 qq1 .  .the preceding expression, we find that Eu q F y Fu q E s
uqq1 y 1. Thus,
 .qq1 r2y1y2 EFu q EE q FF q EFu . . qq1.r2s y s s yw . . qq1.r2 yqq1.r2u y u
 .d  . qq1.r2 d qq1.r2  . 2 eSince s r s s y s yw s r w , we have s r s rw h
d where h s 1; we must show that h s 1 note that this is certainly true
.  .when EF s 0; henceforth, we assume EF / 0 . Since s s g r is fixed
 .   ..by s , we have g r s g s r , so
2 e .qy1 r22 dr q 1 y 1 .e2 dr r q 1 . 2 d /r
2 e .qy1 r22 d
e s r q 1 y 1 . .2 ds s r ? s r q 1 ; .  . . 2 d /s r .
 .d d qq1.r2  . 2 e  d .substituting s r s r w and s r s rw h and r s y gives
2 e .qy1 r22y q 1 y 1 .e2y q 1 . 2 /y
2 e .qy1 r22 qq1y w q 1 y 1 .e2 e 2 qq1s hw y w q 1 . . 2 qq1 /y w
Thus, for some j with j e s h we have
2 .qy1 r22y q 1 y 1 .
2y q 1 . 2 /y
2 .qy1 r22 qq1y w q 1 y 1 .
2 2 qq1s j w y w q 1 ; . 2 qq1 /y w
multiplying by y4 w2 q gives
q  .qq1 r22 q 2 2 2w y q 1 y 2 y q 1 q y q 1 ) . .  .  . /
q  .qq1 r22 qq1 2 qq1 2 qq1s j y w q 1 y 2 y w q 1 q y w q 1 . .  .  . /
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2 qq1.r2  . .Recall that w s EFu q EE q FF u q EF ru and y s y2u r
 qq1 .  .u y 1 ; when we make these substitutions in ) , and multiply both
2 q qq1 .2 qsides by the quantity u u y 1 , we get an equality of elements of
w xF u . To determine j , it suffices to compare the leading coefficients of thep
resulting polynomials. After a straightforward computation one finds that
2 2 .  .these leading coefficients are 4 EF and 4j EF , so j s 1 and thus
e 2 e .h s j s 1 as desired. Finally, s r s rw .
6. MINIMAL POLYNOMIALS
Ã ÃFor each s g G _ H, we can now determine a monic polynomial in
 .w x  .F r X , of the appropriate degree, which has s r as a root; this will bep
 .  .the minimal polynomial for s r over F r . Once we have computed thesep
minimal polynomials, the factorization stated in the Introduction will
follow at once from the discussion in Section 2.
E F .As in the previous section, let s correspond to g G, whereF E
2E, F g F satisfy EE y FF s 1, and let g s EEFF. By Proposition 3, weq
d  qq1.r2 yqq1.r2 .  . 2 ehave r s y s y2r u y u and s r s rw and w s
y1  .EFu q EFu q EE q FF . The shape of w is suggestive of the Dickson
polynomials; we clarify this in each of the cases of Proposition 2. For each
 .  .choice of s , that result tells us the degree n of s r over F r ; for each sp
 .we produce three polynomials over F r , each of degree n. The firstp
polynomial has w as a root, the second has w2 e as a root, and the third has
 .  .  .s r as a root and the third is monic . The first has the shape P X s
  . .  .bD X y EE q FF , g q c, where D Z, g is a Dickson polynomial andn n
2 e .  .  .2 eb, c g F r . The second is defined by Q X s  P z X . Thep z s1
 .  .third is just R X s Q Xrr . Actually, for the two factors of degree
 .q q 1 r4, we will have to deviate slightly from this plan, but we still
follow the same general strategy. In the next three paragraphs we imple-
ment this plan for each of the three nontrivial cases in Proposition 2.
 .First, assume FF s y1r2 so EE s 1r2 . Then
y1
D w , y1r4 s D EFu y 4EFu , y1r4 .  . /qq1.r2 qq1.r2
 .  .qq1 r2 y qq1 r2s EFu q 4EFu ; .  .
qq1 .since EF s y1r4, this last expression equals
 .  .qq1 r2 qq1 r2qq1.r2 yqq1.r2 dEF u y u s y2 EF rr . .  .  .
d qq1.r2Ã .  .  .Thus, w is a root of P X s r D X, y1r4 q 2 EF gqq1.r2
 .w x  .F r X ; to get a polynomial of degree q q 1 r4 from this, we note thatp
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2 2Ã .  .  .  .w x  .P X s P X for some P X g F r X , where P w s 0. Definep
e 2 e .  .w x  .  .eQ X g F r X by Q X s  P z X , so w is a root of Q; thenp z s1
2 e .  .  .w x  .R X s Q Xrr g F r X vanishes at rw s s r . Here R is monic ofp
 .  .degree q q 1 r4, so indeed R is the minimal polynomial for s r over
 .F r . The polynomials P, Q, R are determined by the value ofp
qq1.r2 .2 EF s "a , yielding at most two polynomials R; since there are
indeed two factors in this case, these polynomials are distinct.
qy1.r2Next assume g s y1 but FF / y1r2. Then
g qq1.r2 .qq1 r2
D w y EE q FF , g s EFu q ; . . .qq1.r2  .qq1 r2
EFu .
qq1.r2 qq1.r2 yqq1.r2 qq1.r2 d .  .  .this last is just EF u y u s y2 EF rr .
d .   . .Thus, w is a root of P X s r D X y EE q FF , g qqq1.r2
qq1.r2 2 e 2 e .  .  .2 EF , so w is a root of the polynomial Q X defined by Q X
 .  . 2 e  .  .2 es  P z X . Finally, s r s rw is a root of R X s Q Xrr .z s1
 .w x  .Here R is a monic polynomial in F r X of degree q q 1 r2, so R is thep
 .  .minimal polynomial for s r over F r . The polynomials P, Q, R arep
qq1.r2 .determined by the values of FF and EF ; here u [ FF g F _q
2 qy1.r2 qq1.r2 4  .  .y1r2 satisfies u q u s y1, and EF is a square root
2  .of u q u . Thus, there are q y 3 r2 choices for u , each of which
qq1.r2 .corresponds to two values of EF ; however, the polynomials Q
corresponding to u and yu y 1 are identical, so there are at most
 .q y 3 r2 distinct polynomials R in this case. Again, we know there are
precisely this many factors in this case, so these polynomials are distinct.
Now assume g qy1.r2 s 1. Then
qq1 yqq1. y2 dD w y EE q FF , g s g u q u s g 4 r q 2 , .  . . .qq1
2 d 2 d .   . .  .so w is a root of P X s r D X y EE q FF , g y g 2 r q 4 . Putqq1
 2 e.  .  2 e.  .2 eQ X s  P z X , so Q w s 0, and thus s r is a root ofz s1
 .  .  .w xR X s Q Xrr . Since R is a monic polynomial in F r X of degreep
 .  .q q 1, again it is the minimal polynomial for s r over F r . The polyno-p
mials P, Q, R are determined by the value of u [ FF, this is an element
 2 .qy1.r2  .of F satisfying u q u s 1. There are q y 3 r2 such values u ;q
however, replacing u by yu y 1 leaves Q and R unchanged, so there are
 .at most q y 3 r4 distinct polynomials R in this case. As before, since this
equals the number of factors in this case, these polynomials are distinct.
 .  .  .w xIn summary, the polynomial g X y g r g F r X is the product ofp
X y r and several other distinct irreducibles, two of which have degree
 .  .  .  .q q 1 r4, q y 3 r2 of which have degree q q 1 r2, and q y 3 r4 of
 .  .which have degree q q 1. The two factors R X of degree q q 1 r4 are
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e’determined by the choice of y 1 ; for z s r these R satisfy
e qq1.r4 ’’R X s z D z Xrz , y1r4 q y 1 . .  .  /qq1.r2
ez s1
’Here the choice of z Xrz is irrelevant, since D is an evenqq1.r2
 .  .function. The factors R X of degree q q 1 r2 are determined by the
choices of a nonsquare element f g F of the form u 2 q u with u g F _q q
 4 2 2 e2y1r2 , and m g F with m s f ; here, for z s r,q
R X 2 e s z qq1.r2D z Xrz y 1 y 2u , f q 2m . .  . . qq1.r2
2 ez s1
 .Here the choice of u is irrelevant. The factors R X of degree q q 1 are
determined by the choice of a nonzero square f g F having the formq
u 2 q u for some u g F ; for z 2 e s r we haveq
R X 2 e s z qq1D z Xrz y 1 y 2u , f y f 2 z qq1 q 4 . .  .  . . qq1
2 ez s1
Again, the choice of u is irrelevant. Finally, one can make use of the
 .   . m.well-known trivial relation D X, a s D D X, a , a to rewrite them n n m
 .degree q q 1 r4 factors in the form given in the Introduction.
7. CONSEQUENCES OF THE FACTORIZATION
In this section we note some consequences of the factorization proved
above. In particular, we show that certain known properties of the fq, d
follow at once from the bivariate factorization; this factorization provides a
new perspective on the known results, and we hope that this new perspec-
tive might lead to new results in the future. We begin by determining when
 .f is exceptional over F . To this end, note that each of the factorsq, d p
 . R X, Y we have presented is monic in X i.e., monic when viewed as a
w xw x.  . w xmember of F Y X ; thus, if no R X, Y lies in F X, Y , then also nop p
 . w xscalar multiple of any R X, Y lies in F X, Y . So, when testing whetherp
 .f is exceptional, it suffices to check whether any R X, Y lies inq, d
w x  .  .F X, Y . Neither of the factors R X, Y of degree q q 1 r4 lies inp
 ey1. qq1.r4 e e ’w x  .F X, Y , since the coefficient of X in R X , Y is e y 1 f F .p p
 .  . w xThe factors R X, Y of degree q q 1 r2 do not lie in F X, Y , since thep
2 ey1. qq1.r2  2 e 2 e.coefficient of X in R X , Y is 4em f F . But, for p ) 3,p
w xthere are factors of degree q q 1 lying in F X, Y : namely, choose anyp
u g F for which f [ u 2 q u is a nonzero square in F ; then the corre-p p
 .sponding factor R X, Y has coefficients in F . This shows that f is notp q, d
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exceptional when p ) 3. If p s 3 there is no u g F for which u 2 q u is ap
 .nonzero square in F . For any factor R X, Y of degree q q 1, thep
2 ey1. qq1.  2 e 2 e.coefficient of X in R X , Y is y8ef ; if this coefficient lies
in F , then f and consequently u lies in F as well, a contradiction whenp p
p s 3. Thus, for p s 3 the polynomial f is exceptional.q, d
 .Another consequence of the factorization is that f X is indecompos-q, d
 .   .able over F for q f 7 i.e., it is not the functional composition of twop
w x.  .   ..lower-degree polynomials in F X . For, if f X s g h X withp q, d
w x  .  .  .  .g, h g F X , then h X y h Y divides D [ f X y f Y , hence isp q, d q, d
 .the product of a scalar and X y Y and several of the irreducible factors
 .R X, Y of D. In particular, the degree of h is simultaneously a divisor of
 .the degree of f , namely n s q q y 1 r2, and a sum of 1 and severalq, d
 .multiples of q q 1 r4; but, for q / 7, one easily checks that 1 and
 .  .q q y 1 r2 are the only divisors of n congruent to 1 modulo q q 1 r4,
whence f is indecomposable. We remark that the polynomials f and7, 1
f have the unusual property of being indecomposable over F but7, 2 7
decomposable over F ; in fact, any indecomposable polynomial over a field7
which decomposes over a larger field, and which has degree not a power of
the characteristic, must be a twist of one of f or f or either of two7, 1 7, 2
 . w xother polynomials of degree 55 over F , cf. 13 .11
There is more to be done along these lines. It would be very nice if one
 .could recover from the factorization that the Galois group of f X y sq, d
 .  .over F s is PSL q ; the known approaches to these polynomials begin byp 2
conjecturing this Galois group and then produce the polynomials, but
perhaps one can proceed in a converse manner by beginning with the
factorization and deriving from it all known properties of the f . Hope-q, d
fully these two approaches could somehow be combined to yield a direct
approach which produces the f without any hints. As a first step, nowq, d
that we know the factorization, it should be possible to give a quick
elementary verification of it. It could also be hoped that a study of the
factorization would lead to the discovery of new properties of the polyno-
mials f .q, d
APPENDIX A: EXCEPTIONAL POLYNOMIALS
In this appendix we briefly review the theory of exceptional polynomials;
w x w x  .see 9 for more details. Following 6 , we say a univariate polynomial f X
 .over a field k is an exceptional polynomial over k if the only absolutely
 .  . w xirreducible factors of f X y f Y in k X, Y are the scalar multiples of
 .X y Y. If f is exceptional, then the mapping k ª k given by a ¬ f a is
injective outside a finite set; a major open problem is to determine
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whether in fact this mapping is always injective. This is true, for instance,
when k is finite, in which case there is an equivalent description of
exceptional polynomials: they are precisely the polynomials inducing bijec-
tive mappings l ª l for infinitely many finite extensions l of k the proof
relies on the Riemann hypothesis for curves over finite fields Weil's
..theorem . This property makes exceptional polynomials over finite fields
valuable for applications in coding theory and cryptography. One conse-
 . w x nquence of the property is that, if f X g F X induces bijections on Fq q
for infinitely many n, then these values n include all numbers coprime to
w x  .some fixed N ) 0. It follows that, for g, h g F X , the composition g hq
is exceptional if and only if both g and h are exceptional. Hence, the study
of exceptional polynomials over finite fields k reduces to the case of
indecomposable exceptional polynomials.
There are extremely few known examples of indecomposable excep-
tional polynomials. The classical examples trace back to Dickson's 1897
w x nthesis 7 ; these include certain cyclic polynomials X , certain additive
p i   ..polynomials Sa X with p s char k , and certain modifications of thesei
two families where, for instance, the modified cyclic polynomials are
. w xthe Dickson polynomials . These classical families are surveyed in 4 .
No essentially new examples were found between 1897 and 1993. Then
w xcame the seminal work of Fried et al. 9 , which showed that, for any
indecomposable exceptional polynomial f over a finite field k, either
  .  .. Gal f X y t, k t is an affine group in which case f has prime power
.degree , or k has characteristic 2 or 3 in which case certain other
possibilities could not be ruled out. All the classical examples resided in
the affine case, so it was not known whether non-affine examples would
w xoccur. However, in a sense 9 showed where to look for these, and in the
ensuing two years examples were produced in characteristic 2 by MullerÈ
and Cohen and Matthews, and in characteristic 3 by Lenstra and the
author. Recently, Guralnick and I have classified all non-affine indecom-
posable exceptional polynomials over any finite field; they are all ``twists''
of the previously known examples. But much work remains to be done in
the affine case; new examples were exhibited by Guralnick and MullerÈ
w x11 , but there will probably be many further examples and it is not clear
whether it is feasible to classify them all.
APPENDIX B: FACTORIZATIONS IN CHARACTERISTIC 2
In this appendix we sketch how our general method for factoring
 .  .  .f X y f Y applies when f is one of the non-affine indecomposable
exceptional polynomials over fields of characteristic 2 discovered by MullerÈ
and Cohen and Matthews. As noted in the Introduction, our derivation of
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w xthis factorization is very different from the verification found in 5 ; in
particular, we are able to explain the previously mysterious occurrence of
Dickson polynomials in the factorization. The polynomials in question are
defined as follows: for any l G 2 and any divisor d of 2 l q 1, put q s 2 l
and
 .qq1 rdly1
i2 y1.dg X s X X . . l , d  /
is0
 . w x  .Then g X g F X is indecomposable even over F and, when l isl, d 2 2
w xodd, it is exceptional over F . In 5 these properties of the g are shown2 l, d
 .  .to be immediate consequences of the factorization of g X y g Yl, d l, d
 w x.over F X, Y ; alternately, one can prove these properties group theoreti-2
w xcally, without mentioning the factorization 12 .
 . ly1 2 iWe now state the factorization. Let T X s  X ; the values of thisis0
polynomial on F coincide with the values of the trace map F ª F so theq q 2
.  .qr2 distinct roots of T all lie in F . Then, for e s q q 1 rd,q
g X y g Y s X y Y R X , Y , ² .  .  .  .  .l , d l , d d
 .T d s0
d/0
 . w xwhere each R X, Y is an irreducible polynomial in F X, Y of degreed 2
q q 1; explicitly,
z XrY q 1
e e qq1R X , Y s Y D , 1 q 1 . . d qq1  / /’e dz s1
Henceforth, we write g for g and f for g .l, d l, 1
We begin by computing the degrees of the irreducible factors of
 .  . w x  .  .g X y g Y in F X, Y . As in Section 2, g X y g Y is the product of2
several distinct irreducible factors, whose degrees are the subdegrees of
  .  ..the permutation group Gal g X y s, F s . This group is isomorphic to2
 .PGL q in its transitive permutation representation with one-point stabi-2
lizer a dihedral group of order q q 1. One computes the subdegrees in a
manner similar to that of Section 4, and finds that they are all q q 1
 .except a single one which is 1 corresponding to the factor X y Y .
 . w x dNext we compute the roots of g X y s. From 12 , for t s s the
 .  .  .splitting field of f X y t over F t is F u , and the splitting field of2 2
 .  .  .g X y s over F s is F u, s . The restriction map induces an isomor-2 2
  .  ..   .  ..phism between G [ Gal F u, s rF s and Gal F u rF t , where the2 2 2 2
 .elements of the latter group are the F -isomorphisms of F u sending u to2 2
 .  . 2Eu q F r Fu q E , for any choice of E, F g F such that EE q FF s 1q
q yd qq1 .  .  .here E [ E . One root r g F u, s of g X y s satisfies r s u q2
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uy qq1.; the other roots are the images of r under G, which we compute
e y1 .  .as in Section 5 to be rw for e s q q 1 rd and w s 1 q EFu q EFu .
 .Finally, we compute the minimal polynomials over F r for these roots.2
eAssume rw / r. Put g s EEFF. Then w is a root of the polynomial
yd e .  .  .  .w xP X s D X q 1, g q g r . Next, w is a root of Q X g F r Xqq1 2
e e Ã .  .  .edefined by Q X s  P z X . Thus, rw is a root of R X sz s1
qq1  .  .w xr Q Xrr , which is a monic polynomial in F r X of degree q q 1,2
e Ã .hence is the minimal polynomial for rw over F r . Note that R is2
U2determined by the value of g , and g s u q u for u [ FF g F ; henceq
Ã Ã .  .  .T g s 0. Now denoting R X by R X , it follows thatd
Ãg X y g r s X y r R X . .  .  .  . d
 .T d s0
d/0
Ã e .  .It remains to recover R X, Y from R X . For z s r, note thatd d
 e.  e.  e. e eg X y g z s g X y s is the product of X y Y and the various
e eÃ  .  .w xR X , each of which is monic and irreducible in F r X . Butd 2
Ã e qq1 qq1R X s r P z Xrz s z D z Xrz q 1, g q g .  .  . . d qq1
e ez s1 z s1
e e ew xlies in F r , X ; substituting Y for z and X for X , we see that2
Ï Ï .  .  .  .g X y g Y s X y Y  R X, Y , where R is the irreducible poly-d d d
w xnomial in F X, Y defined by2
Ï e e qq1R X , Y s Y D z XrY q 1, g q g . .  . .d qq1
ez s1
Standard trivial properties of Dickson polynomials imply that R is ad
Ïscalar multiple of R , which completes our derivation of the factoriza-d
 .tion ² .
 . yq  d.qq1.r dNote that g X s X T X ; such a simple expression for gl, d l, d
seems to merit a better explanation than is presently known.
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